A guideline for

Social Media
Ambassadors
This document is a guideline to help you navigate as an
ambassador of the YMCA on social media pla<orms.

Intro
How to be a Social Media Ambassador
This document is a guideline to help you navigate as an ambassador of
the YMCA on social media pla<orms and especially on Facebook.
The document lays down guidelines for the use of Facebook when you
communicate on behalf of YMCA.
Therefore it is important that you read it through carefully. Having said
that, you will also have a lot of freedom with responsibility since social
media communicaCon is changing and dynamic which requires you to
think outside the box and make dissensions on your own.
The guideline contain the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

ExpectaCons
Know the organizaCon
Know the target group
Dos and don’ts
Staircase of values
Checklist for Facebook posts
Quality of pictures
Make a habit
Learn from the best
Create a calendar
Quality and not quanCty
Inﬂuencers
Show it – don’t tell it

1. Expecta@ons
What do we expect of you?
A SoMe Ambassador is a person who is going to be responsible for the local
YMCA’s Facebook page. It is he/her job to maintain and run the Facebook page
on a strategic level. This demands something special.
Therefore we expect a person who is:
• Passionate about the YMCA
• Used to Social Media and especially Facebook
• Reliable and someone we can trust
• Commiaed to the job
• Curious about PR, markeCng and online communicaCon
What can you expect of us?
As an ambassador you will be used oben, but the job contains a lot of
independent work. Besides updaCng your local YMCA’s Facebook page you also
have to communicate with the naConal oﬃce and the other ambassadors.
You will be the go-to person if the naConal oﬃce has quesCons, messages or
other things concerning Facebook communicaCon. That could for instance be an
event coming up either on local or naConal level, or stories, which should be told
from the naConal YMCA’s Facebook page or website.
To make the communicaCon easier among the local ambassadors and the
naConal oﬃce, there will be a private Facebook group. In this group you and the
others ambassadors can get informaCon, learn how to do the diﬀerent things,
ask for help but also share knowledge and experience. We will be each other’s
sparring partners. That means we will be helpful if you have any problems or
quesCons about your job. We will provide you with support and give you tools to
handle the task.

2. Know the organiza@on
Young people have lots to oﬀer the world - we believe in the power they hold,
and know that they will mould future generaCons. At YMCA, we are here to give
them the support and training they need in order to shape their lives into
leaders of the future. We have a number of educaConal, social jusCce programs
and leadership iniCaCves that help nurture young people and build the skills
they will carry throughout their lives. Our unique advantage is being connected
to 119 other naConal YMCA movements ... connecCng almost 60 million people
... providing creaCve soluCons to issues facing young people.
The SA YMCA believes that all young people have potenCal to achieve great
things. They have the energy, enthusiasm, creaCvity and boldness to make a
posiCve impact on their communiCes. Our programs seek to constantly reenforce that ideal. In South Africa, the YMCA is a ChrisCan Youth Development
organisaCon providing opportuniCes for young people to develop themselves in
a way that will transform their lives, the lives of their families and communiCes
in a posiCve manner. We exist in 21 communiCes around South Africa, running
programs relaCng to Life skills, HIV/AIDS awareness/prevenCon & care, youth
jusCce & rehabilitaCon, student hostels, campus ministry, spiritual growth,
trauma counseling, civic educaCon, IT & basic computer literacy training, arts &
culture programs and Health & Fitness programmes.
Our Core Iden@ty
The YMCA is a worldwide ChrisCan ecumenical and volunteer movement for
men and women that creates an enabling environment for development of
young people through relevant and sustainable programmes.

Our Vision
To be a socially relevant, ecumenical leader that works with young people to
transform their lives for life, leadership and service and empowering them for the
African Renaissance.
Our Mission
Informed by ChrisCan values, we prepare young people for life, leadership and
service through focused, developmental and sustainable programmes.
Shared Values
We aim to create an enabling environment that promotes the holisCc (mind, body
and spirit) transformaCon of young people. Our work is characterized by the
following shared values:
UBUNTU
“Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu….we are who we are because of others”. This
fosters deep respect for each other and the people we work with (beneﬁciaries
and partners).
COMPASSION
Being rooted in local communiCes, we are commiaed to a pracCcal concern and
care towards young people, the poor and the vulnerable.
INTEGRITY
We are commiaed to honesty and “doing the right thing” in our relaConships with
our beneﬁciaries, partners and members.
RESPONSIBILITY
We will do what we say we will do. We pledge personal commitment and
reliability to all our stakeholders, beneﬁciaries and partners.

Essen@al Guiding Principles
Uphold the Paris Basis, Kampala Principles and Challenge 21
Maintain our essenCal ChrisCan idenCty and place in the ecumenical community
Reﬂect the Red Triangle – Mind, Body and Spirit
Advocate for youth empowerment and development as our core and central focus
Campaign for gender equality within the YMCA and society
Uphold social jusCce and human rights
Promote preferenCal iniCaCves for the poor and marginalized
Develop volunteer leadership and promoCon of volunteerism
World and African Alliance of YMCAs
The Youth Agenda’s of the World and Africa Alliance of YMCAs are essenCal points
of reference for the work and mission of the South African YMCA.
HISTORY
The ﬁrst YMCA in South Africa was established in Cape Town in 1865.
Pietermaritzburg and Durban YMCAs followed in 1875. It was 80 years later, aber
the formaCon of 22 local associaCons, before the South African NaConal Council of
YMCA’s was established in the 1940s.
Each local associaCon operates autonomously, governed by a local Board of
Management. The YMCA in South Africa has had a turbulent history, with changes
of leadership reﬂecCve of poliCcal and social pressures.
For an in-depth narraCon of the history of InternaConal work in SA YMCA -hap://
special.lib.umn.edu/ﬁndaid/html/ymca/yusa0009x2x38.phtml

Aber the naCon’s ﬁrst democraCc elecCons in 1994, the SA YMCA began to build
partnerships with InternaConal YMCAs such as Norway, Sweden, Sri Lanka, USA,
UK and Germany. YMCA also began to develop partnerships with InternaConal
non-proﬁts like World Vision, CEDPA, TEAR Australia, Link Africa (Cambridge
University graduates) and UNFPA. These partnerships all ﬂourished as the world
focused its aaenCon on South Africa. Toward the late 2000's, aaenCon began to
shib to other areas of the world and the SA YMCA struggled to make the necessary
transiCon into a sustainable model of development.
In 2007, the SAYMCA went through an in-depth consultaCve process of revisioning and emerged with a clear direcCon on social relevance and sustainability.
The World Alliance of YMCA's began to play a more direct role in supporCng the SA
YMCA and other naConal movement by iniCaCng the Global OperaCng Plan. It
states the following;
Realising that the YMCA family has a treasure of knowledge and good pracCce,
human and ﬁnancial resources that can be shared and mulCplied, the World
Alliance developed the Global OperaCng Plan (GOP) for Movement Strengthening
to help YMCAs grow stronger and more relevant.
The SAYMCA became a partner in the Global OperaCng Plan (GOP) process in 2008
working with Africa Alliance of YMCAs, Canada YMCA, YMCA of USAs, Y-Care
InternaConal, Swedish YMCA/YWCA and Norway YMCA/YWCA.
The focus of NaConal oﬃce strategy is to build resources for the movement
including sustainable income generaCon, strengthen programmes for eﬀecCve
youth development and to promote good governance at all levels of the
movement.

The Golden Circle
Another great tool to understand the organizaCon beaer is the Golden Circle.
The Golden Circle shows why, how and what an organizaCon do as it do. The
most important thing to lean from the Golden Circle is: "People don't buy what
you do, they buy WHY you do it".
You need to give people a reason - a WHY to your service or product. People can
understand beneﬁts and features, but it won't change their behavior.
For example "This textbook about Danish language has 500 vocabulary!" Is
nowhere near as good as "We believe learning a language should feel natural and
anyone can learn a language in 6 months. Our material has..."
Can you see the diﬀerent?
Fore more informaCon about the Golden Circle
check this video:
haps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4ZoJKF_VuA

Aberwards ask yourself how YMCAs Golden Circle looks like?
Why: our reason for doing something. It is your cause.
How: is our how you make what you sell
What: is the things you make or the service you provide.
Before conCnuing it is crucial that you are familiar with the above menConed,
since it is your foundaCon to contribute to the strategic work.

3. Know the target group
The YMCAs target group on social media is not only young people it is also all the
members, volunteers, partners (naConally and internaConally) and fundraisers.
As you can see it is a broad target group, which can be diﬃcult to describe exactly.
Nevertheless, they all have the common feature: they care about YMCA. They
care about our work, cause and interest. Some care on a local level, some care on
a naConal level and some care on an internaConal level.
Therefore your job on social media is to create content that from their point of
view is seen as relevant and valuable. That is the key if you want to succeed on
social media and raise your communicaCon to a strategic level. So always
remember the keywords relevant and valuable.
If you want to know your target group you need to listen to them. Learn who they
are, what they want, how they want it and why they want it.
This can be diﬃcult and Cme-consuming, but it is al worth it. A great place to start
is to check who the present followers are on your local YMCA page. Is it only
young people, staﬀ members, volunteers or just local people who are interested
in the YMCA?
You could also conduct your own local poll, where you ask the followers what
they see as relevant and valuable content. They are the most important assets we
have on social media, and therefore we need to ﬁll their needs. You can either do
that in a private message, a survey online or oﬄine or just have a chat with ﬁve to
ten people next Cme there is an opportunity or event.

When you know them you must make sure to listen to them and show them that
you care. This will create loyalty and engagement from the users.
It is important to know, that ﬁnding the target group and then get to know them
properly can be diﬃcult and Cme consuming, but it is crucial for the outcome.
Therefore you must use Cme on this level to make sure, that you know your local
target group.

4. Dos and don’ts
Dos
Know your target group. The Facebook page is tailored to your followers, not
based on your own personal interests. They care about what YMCA dos and what
we can do for them. Therefore you have to create content that they can relate to.

1
2
3
4

Find an acCvity balance. Be acCve, create diﬀerent content and post oben,
but don't post so oben that you overwhelm or annoy the followers. If you
post to oben it could properly lead to two problems:
1) Your followers stop following your page because they see it as spam, and
2) Your content can get lost within their newsfeeds and they won't see the
post that could be really valuable to them.
Timing is everything. Time does maaer both the Cme of the year, month,
week and day. Experiment by posCng at diﬀerent Cmes and pay aaenCon
to the analyCcs tools. Find out when your followers are most acCve on
social media and post during those Cme frames.
Tone-of-voice. Facebook is a great media for online communicaCon, but
make sure your message in the post is clear and consistent across all YMCA
channels. That means a red line abeam of website, others Facebook pages,
public arCcles and other social media pla<orms. YMCA’s tone-of-voice will
emerge later on.
Be professional and avoid mistakes. Make a checklist to ensure that your
post will be understood. That involves a check for any grammar issues,
make sure the informaCon you’re sharing can be shared and check the Cme
you send it to ensure your followers will see it. Make sure all of your links
are valid etc. YMCA’s checklist for good content will emerge later on

5

Think out of the box and be original. Take a chance, be bold and be
creaCve with your posts. Help people see what makes YMCA unique.
You have to stand out and make people remember YMCA. Remember
to show it instead of telling it. Show it with original pictures, videos,
creaCve text wriCng or something else.

6

Follow the trends. See what is trending and try to go with the ﬂow.
Remember that trending content on Facebook is changing all the Cme,
so you need to be updated.

7

Do model good behavior. You represent YMCA and people are expecCng
that you are a role model. That means no improper posCng. Always
have in your back head that you are responsible on behalf of your local
YMCA, so think well and truly before posCng. A role model is someone
who is passionate and commiaed, cause this aﬄicts on your work.

Don’ts

1

Don't like your own posts. Don't press "like" or "favorite" to your own
material. Instead you should encourage your YMCA community to
share and like the content that is posted. In this context inﬂuencers
can be very useful. This will emerge later on.

2

Don't forget your proﬁle. Being on Facebook isn't enough. You have to
maintain the YMCA account to make it work. Set goals, make a plan
and schedule your Cme so you succeed.

3

Don't forget about privacy se}ngs. Once you share something on the
Internet, it doesn't go away. Sure, you can delete the post, but
screenshots live forever. Taking care of privacy se}ngs also includes
protecCng the password. Choose a password that is extremely secure
and only give passwords to a select few.

4

Don't ignore comments. It is vital to engage. With no engagement, the
followers may feel as if you don't care about their quesCons,
comments or concerns. It all comes back to service. Don't ignore
relevant comments. Use them as an opportunity to interact with
YMCAs followers and show them how you address posiCve and
negaCve situaCons. If I have any doubt how to answer a comment,
you can always ask the naConal oﬃce and the other ambassadors.

5

Don't reply or act like a computer. You lose the personal touch with if it
sounds like a computer is speaking to them. Humanize and personalize the
YMCA page to make the engagement experience for the followers more
reliable.

6

Keep the negaCve posts to a minimum. Some Cmes it is necessary to be
negaCve about something but in general avoid these kind of content just
like aggressive post dos not belong on Facebook.

7

Don’t behave improperly, that means posCng or sharing content which can
be misunderstood. Be the role model for proper content and remember
that you are an ambassador and represent for the YMCA.

Staircase of values
Strategic work on Social Media is about communicaCng values, so the outside world
knows what the YMCA stands for, and why they do it. In this work it is vital that the
content is seen as reliable. Otherwise, nobody wants to "buy" our product.
To make sure that the communicaCon is strategic and valuable for the users, we use
the staircase of values to evaluate our content.

It shows which step you communicate on. Are we here to sell a product or are we
here to tell and show, what we care about?
We are here to show what we care about, and therefore we need to be on level
three, four or ﬁve. We are not classic salesmen who only care about our own
products and low prices. Instead we care about our “customers”.
Therefore the content and post should show how we together change the world,
or how Y-JusCce, Y-Zone etc. makes a diﬀerent for the parCcipants.
In this context you always need to ask yourself “what dos the target group see as
relevant and valuable?” Put yourself in their chair and evaluate your content.
Use the staircase to make sure, that you don’t communicate on level one and two
every Cme you create content.
Make a balance cause someCmes it is needed that you are a salesman. For
instance when you need to “sell” an event. A good balance in the content would
be 20/80.

Checklist before pos@ng

This checklist is your help before you post anything on Facebook. It is a step-bystep guide, where each square has a focus area. The best way to use it is to go
through every square and make adjustments to your post. Aberwards you have a
beaer post, which will raise it to a more strategic level, since there are more
thoughts behind it.
Make a habit using the checklist.

Tone-of-voice
The tone-of-voice is how YMCA communicated on all pla<orms. It is important
that no maaer who speaks, talks or communicate on behalf of the YMCA, we
speak as one. Imagine that YMCA only had mouth, but diﬀerent people were
using it.
Therefore we need to create consistency in our work. To make sure we have that,
we use tone-of-voice.
A tone-of-voice is a kind of guideline for the language we use. Use the guideline
to make sure, that your content is in line with the rest of the organizaCon.
A tone-of-voice makes it possible for others to contribute to the communicaCon
without causing confusion.
Tone-of-voice for the YMCA is:
Posi@ve: That means we are communicaCon in a posiCvely language
Personal: Show with the language that YMCA cares about every person, member,
volunteer, employee, follower etc. since everybody is valuable no maaer what.
Professional: Being professional means that we are focused on our task and that
we operate as company. We are reliable, trustworthy, and we do our job as good
as possible.

Make a habit
Being on Social Media and especially Facebook is a marathon not a sprint. Take
one step at the Cme. Make yourself a habit and schedule your Cme, so you
remember to prioriCze the work. A schedule will also make your work more
consistent and save your Cme, since you have a plan.

Learn from the best
It is not illegal to steel good ideas when it comes to Facebook content – acutely it
is a good idea. Follow the trendseaers, big companies, hot brands or just other
people to see what is in.
There are a lot of ideas, learning’s and free tools on the Internet. A good place to
start is Youtube or search for great blogs.

Create a calendar
Make your own calendar to make sure, that you are always aware of the things
going on in your local YMCA or on the naConal scene. A calendar will help you
with an overview and it can also provide content, since it is easy to see what is
coming up. Ask your local community what they have in their calendar and
synchronize it with your own. Also make sure that you have the big things in your
calendar like holidays, internaConal women’s day, freedom day etc.

Quality not quan@ty
Like our tone-of-voice high lighted, we are a
professional organizaCon. Therefore we aim
for quality and not quanCty content.
Especially when it come to pictures and
movies. Rather have ﬁve good pictures
instead of ﬁby bad ones. The quality needs
to be good. Try do use a good camera and
edit them. There are a lot of great pla<orms
for ediCng pictures for free. Try for instance
to use www.picmonkey.com or use
www.canva.com.

Inﬂuencers
A buzzword in strategic online communicaCon right now is inﬂuencers. An
inﬂuencer is someone who talks posiCvely about your organizaCon, but is not a
part of it. He/she is oben a very popular person with many followers, who
therefore have the ability to inﬂuence other people. It is trending very much these
days, and therefore it is worth considering ﬁnding someone, to join an event or
just to make a comment about YMCA’s work. It can be any person from the local
minister, sports man, head principal or poliCcian.

Show it – don’t tell it
The last point is “show it – don’t tell it”. It is crucial that we communicate by
showing and not telling. That means we don’t just tell, we show it words, pictures
or movies. For instance we don’t write, “YMCA’s vision is to be a socially relevant,
ecumenical leader that works with young people to transform their lives for life,
leadership and service and empowering them for the African Renaissance” –
instead we show it. That could be a pictures or a movie about an event, where the
purpose was to train leadership. Or it could be a impact story about a Y-JusCce
parCcipant, who has transformed his/her life with the support of YMCA.
Make sure that you show it cause it will make the content reliable and valuable for
the target group.

the readers everything,
“ Show
tell them nothing!
- Ernest Hemingway

